"Turn to me and be saved, all you ends of the earth; for I am God, and there is no
other."
- Isaiah 45:22
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In December, militia from Islamic extremist group al-Shabab, stopped a bus in
Mandera, near the Somali border. Upon boarding the bus, militants announced that
Muslims had nothing to fear, but they would be killing Christians. The attack was
foiled when Muslim man, Salah Farah, stood and said, “To kill them together or
leave them alone.” Only two people were killed, including Mr Farah, who died this
month in hospital.
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The Islamist group has frequently attacked buses near the border between Kenya
and Somalia, tactically separating the Christians and Muslims before executing the
Christians. Al-Shabab are based in Somalia but have become more active in Kenya,
killing 148 people at a university in Garissa last year.
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While al-Shabab are attempting to wipe-out Christianity in the north and spread an
anti-Christian message, this is not an attitude shared by local Muslims. Mr Farah’s
attitude and example is one that he doubtlessly shared with the next generation
who he was teaching.
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"People should live peacefully together,” Mr Farah said. “We are brothers. It's only
the religion that is the difference, so I ask my brother Muslims to take care of the
Christians so that the Christians also take care of us… and let us help one another
and let us live together peacefully.”
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 Praise God the majority of the Islamic community in Northern Kenya is not
influenced by extreme ideologies of hatred.
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 Pray for Salah Farah’s family, colleagues, friends and students who will all be
grieving this loss. Pray for Christians to be bold and loving in sharing the gospel at
this time.
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Monthly Budget: $12,232
Average / month (year to date) - $9,660
Last 3 months: NOV: $9,173, DEC: $9,734,
JAN: $10,046
Online Offerings
Act Name: Wentworthville Baptist Church
BSB No: 704922
Act No: 100007520
I-Give details (credit card) – please ask Jeanette Kelly
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Any information for the Bulletin for next week please contact:
Thank you.
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